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Discover the A110 Légende GT in Abyss blue and Deep black
•
•
•

Limited to 400 units worldwide
Elegant contrast of pale gold elements with Abyss blue and Deep black
body paints
Available for reservation through the Alpine App

In early March Alpine introduced the A110 Légende GT. Limited to only 400 examples worldwide,
A110 Légende GT raises the elegance of the A110 premium sports car to a new level. Bespoke
styling elements inside and out form a sophisticated and harmonious aesthetic.

Presented to the public with the new Mercury Silver colour, the A110 Légende GT is also available
in Abyss Blue and Deep Black body paints. Pale gold Alpine monograms and 18” diamond-cut
Serac wheels, also finished in pale gold, contrast elegantly against the two body colours.
Translucent white LED taillights mark A110 Légende GT apart from other A110s.
Within the cabin, six-way adjustable Sabelt comfort seats come finished in warm amber leather –
a bespoke upholstery shade – with matching leather on the door cards. Brown stitching, a 12
o’clock marker on the steering wheel to match and glossy carbon fibre elements with a unique
copper weave set off the welcoming and sophisticated interior. A plaque on the centre console,
numbered in build order, is a mark of distinction.
Underlining the car’s day-to-day practicality and refined grand touring character, A110 Légende
GT is offered with a custom luggage set. Finished in the same colour leather as the seats, the
three-piece set maximises space in the rear storage compartment. Meanwhile, a new storage unit
between the seats is the ideal place to keep personal belongings.

Reservations with the Alpine App
The A110 Légende GT, just like all other versions of the A110, is available for reservation via the
Alpine App.
To do so, download the App from the IOS/ Android App stores then create your account. Once
your account is created, you get access to all the functionalities of the Alpine App, including
receiving notifications on Alpine’s latest news or reserving your car. Reservation can be done in
one click and if you change your mind, you get 100% refund of your deposit at any time with no
hassle.

Then, select the Alpine Centre of your choice where you should go to transform your reservation
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into an order. At this stage you still have the possibility to change the specifications of your car.
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Once the order is placed, you become a new member of the Alpine family.
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